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ABSTRACT. Michael Walzer argues that except in cases involving genocide or
mass slaughter, humanitarian intervention is unjustifiable because “citizens get the
government they deserve, or, at least, the government for which they are ‘fit.’”1
Yet, if people are autonomous and deserve the government that rules over them,
then it would seem that they are responsible for the government’s actions, including their nation’s wars of aggression. That line of thought undermines the doctrine
of noncombatant immunity, which is perhaps the most important of Walzer’s jus
in bello principles. In this way, the concept of self-determination frustrates Walzer’s
attempts to keep jus ad bellum and jus in bello considerations separate.
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I

n 1945, American B-29 Superfortress airplanes stepped up the tempo of
the bombing campaign that had begun in November 1944 against
Japanese mainland cities.2 Over a thousand B-29s would target these cities
during some nights in 1945. By the end of the war, the planes had dropped
42,000 tons of conventional bombs and over 100,000 tons of incendiaries
over highly inflammable and densely populated Japanese cities, leaving
more than 60 of those cities in ruins and indiscriminately killing millions of
people: young and old, men and women, imperialists and pacifists.3
Americans today recognize some of the targets, such as Tokyo and
Yokohama, but other devastated cities, some as large as Los Angeles,
scarcely register in American consciousness: Nagoya, Toyama, Osaka,
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Nishinomiya, Shimonoseki, Sasebo, Kure, Kobe, Omuta, and so on.4 Then
as now, the bombs and incendiaries received relatively little reflective criticism, despite having killed significantly more people than the more dramatic and much-debated events that immediately followed, namely, the use of
atomic weapons against Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Yet, in retrospect, the use
of conventional bombs, incendiaries, and atomic weapons looks like a single, escalating campaign to bring Japan to her knees by devastating and terrorizing her civilian centers, and the strategy worked: The conventional and
incendiary bombings caused steep declines in Japanese industrial production and morale, making an American victory a foregone conclusion even
before the use of atomic weapons, but was such a bombing campaign
against major population centers morally justified?5
I will argue that Michael Walzer’s just war theory suggests two incompatible answers to that question. On the one hand, Walzer is explicitly
committed to the theory of noncombatant immunity: The only people
who are proper targets are combatants, typically soldiers, because they
alone are involved in activities that are essentially warlike. Therefore, the
targeting of large civilian populations is illegitimate. On the other hand,
Walzer endorses the presumption that states are self-determining and
autonomous: Even when a state might appear to be brutal and oppressive,
there almost always is a fit between the government and the culture.
According to this line of thought, most military interventions into
another state’s affairs illegitimately interfere with a culture’s communal
process of determining its own destiny. The problem for Walzer is that
this notion of collective responsibility would also imply a collective
responsibility for warfare and consequently would undermine the rationale for noncombatant immunity. Although I ultimately will sketch a
resolution of this dilemma, my primary objective is to show why jus ad bellum and jus in bello considerations cannot be separated as tidily as Walzer,
like most just war theorists, prefers.
Let us look in more detail at the two plausible answers to the question of whether the United States’ bombing campaign against Japanese
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cities was justified. One could reason that if the United States had just
cause to go to war against the nation of Japan, then the nation as a whole
was a legitimate target. World War II was the culmination of a trend since
the Napoleonic wars toward total warfare. Every major power in WWII
had to mobilize all sectors of society to produce warriors and materiel.
The aggressors, including Japan, got a head start on this mobilization.
Indeed, the militarism and xenophobia that swept through Germany and
Japan even before the fighting had begun and which lent popular support
for the buildup of their armed services might seem to implicate each
nation as a whole for the acts of aggression that followed and for the war
crimes its armed services perpetrated: Insofar as we treat the Japanese
people as being, in Walzer’s words, “self-determining,” then the guilt for
these atrocities is not limited to the most obvious agents, namely, the
decision-makers in the Japanese government who initiated acts of aggression and the political and military leaders who approved the war crimes.
In what sense were the Japanese self-determining? The Japanese had
elected leaders who answered to the Japanese people and who were largely
responsible for Japan’s policies and actions in WWII. Yet, even if Japan
had been a simple military dictatorship or if the parliament had been
outmaneuvered by undemocratic forces, the Japanese still would be selfdetermining. As Walzer writes when approvingly summarizing John
Stuart Mill: “We are to treat states as self-determining communities, he
[Mill] argues, whether or not their internal political arrangements are free,
whether or not the citizens choose their government and openly debate
the policies carried out in their name.”6 Thus Walzer endorses a burden
of autonomy principle: A people bear responsibility for their governance
and hence for their government’s actions, whether or not the state is a
free state.
Walzer’s only exceptions to the burden of autonomy principle are
when one community enslaves or massacres another community,7 and the
exceptions seem to fall within his general jus ad bellum prohibition of one
community’s aggression against another, even if in these exceptional cases
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the communities are within the same borders and hence do not meet the
standard of aggression in international law. Walzer, of course, is arguing
for a change in the legalist paradigm to allow for humanitarian interventions, counter-interventions, etc. where oppressed communities cannot
be thought of as self-determining, but Japan was not such an example
shortly before and during World War II. There were no outside forces
controlling Japan, and the Japanese people were and are about as homogenous and naturally one as a political philosopher could demand. Nor
could Walzer argue that there were two communities in Japan standing in
a relation of master to slave such that the enslaved community was neither autonomous nor self-determining and consequently that the enslaved
community’s noncombatants were not a legitimate target for military
action,8 because no such conditions held in Japan.9 No, Japan was a single community whose people shouldered the burden of autonomy, the
burden of being responsible for their nation’s governance and hence for
the evil actions of that government. Of course, a government temporarily can be a renegade and act against a people’s wishes, but if, as in Japan,
the people do not reign in that government and instead allow it to continue an aggressive war involving war crimes, then the people bear moral
responsibility for those actions and hence are legitimate targets during
war. There still are discriminations of guilt to be made: There is no reasonable way to think that, say, infants or noncombatant children bear the
burden of autonomy. Even so, the doctrine of double effect can justify
some harm to these innocents as long as the youngsters are not the deliberate target and there are no better options. In light of the burden of
autonomy principle, the firebombing and atomic bombing of Japan might
have been a reasonable response to the perception of the Japanese people’s criminal misuse of their self-determination.
That, at least, is one way of analyzing how the United States could have
morally confronted Japan during WWII. There is an alternative theory to
which Walzer is explicitly committed: The locus of responsibility and of
guilt should not be analyzed, as the notion of self-determination does, at the
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communal level but at the individual level. We must distinguish the
combatants, who, through their warlike activities, are trying to harm others,
and the noncombatants, who are merely going about the daily activities that
take place in war and in peace: growing crops, making clothes, providing
entertainment, teaching children, and so forth. Some of these noncombatant activities may be necessary to the successful prosecution of the war, but
their purposes are not essentially martial. Workers making MREs “are like
workers manufacturing medical supplies, or clothing, or anything else that
would be needed, in one form or another, in peacetime as well as war. An
army, to be sure, has an enormous belly, and it must be fed if it is to fight.
But it is not its belly but its arms that make it an army. Those men and
women who supply its belly are doing nothing peculiarly warlike. Hence
their immunity from attack….”10 Therefore, if an American general were to
have asked, “Who amongst the Japanese is responsible for trying to kill me
and my fellow soldiers?”, the answer would not be “the entire nation of
Japan” but “the Japanese soldiers (and perhaps a few special categories of
civilians, such as munitions workers),” whom we could refer to collectively
as “combatants” and who would be the only legitimate targets of American
military operations. Although the doctrine of double effect sometimes
could justify anticipated noncombatant casualties, the American use of
incendiary and atomic weapons against Japan would harm noncombatants
disproportionately and would count as a massive violation of the most basic
of their human rights: the right to life. Various theories of noncombatant
immunity disagree as to where to draw the line between combatants and
noncombatants, but the theories agree that there is a significant class of
people in the enemy state whom it would be immoral to target during military operations.
The concept of responsibility differs in the two theories of jus in bello.
The burden of autonomy principle implies that the entire nation (of
persons above a certain age, but that will go without saying from now on)
is morally responsible for initiating aggressive wars and for war crimes
because an aggressor government of a free country reflects the citizens’
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direct agency and the aggressor government of an authoritarian country
requires the citizens’ culpable failure to exercise their agency to prevent
injustices. The nation as a whole is morally culpable because of a sin of
commission, as in a nation’s wholehearted militarism, or a sin of omission, by failing to prevent unjust actions committed in her name. By
contrast, according to Walzer’s version of the theory of noncombatant
immunity, responsibility attaches only to those parties involved in essentially martial activities, regardless of the reasons the people are engaged in
those activities. Unlike the notion of responsibility implicit in the burden
of autonomy principle, the concept of responsibility in theories of noncombatant immunity is detached from concepts of intention or volition,
for in a war of aggression, the combatant who can be intentiorally targeted may be conscripted and have no desire to fight, whereas the industrialist who cannot be intenionally targeted may be beating the war drums.11
According to Walzer’s version of the theory of noncombatant immunity,
what makes the combatant responsible is the combatant’s voluntary or
involuntary participation in a project whose essential purpose is to harm
the enemy.12 The soldiers are responsible for trying to harm other people
and for being a threat to those people’s lives and welfare, but the soldiers
are not thereby morally deficient. Hence, one of the tragedies of wars
fought justly is the slaughter of soldiers who have the duty to try to kill
each other despite their collective moral innocence.
The problem for Walzer is that although he explicitly and eloquently
defends the theory of noncombatant immunity, when discussing interventions he invokes the burden of autonomy principle but does not recognize the subsequent contradiction, perhaps because his writings on the
burden of autonomy and on noncombatant immunity occur in different
contexts: one in the context of jus ad bellum, and the other in the context
of jus in bello. In his discussion of jus ad bellum, Walzer rejects a traditional
thesis that the only casus belli is self-defense. Walzer wants to make room
for various types of interventions, including humanitarian interventions.
Humanitarian interventions easily can turn into either adventures in
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masked self-interest or crusades of cultural imperialism, so Walzer
permits interventions only on behalf of people who have lost their autonomy and self-determination, i.e., “in cases of enslavement or massacre.”13
As I mentioned earlier, Walzer does not think that a people’s lack of freedom implies their heteronomy, for they may be complicit in their government’s autocracy. Hence, aside from the most egregious instances of
human rights violations, humanitarian interventions are unjustified
because of their interference with citizens’ “thin” right of self-determination.
Here is where Walzer’s theory begins to unravel. Walzer asserts that
a nation is responsible for its own fate and hence “there is no right to be
protected against the consequences of domestic failure, even against a bloody
repression [my emphasis].”14 Remarkably, even when peaceful protesters
are shot dead or a political prisoner is hung by his thumbs from a basketball hoop or is given electrical shocks to his testicles, he is still part of a
collective project of self-determination, so foreigners have no prima facie
right to assist him. Walzer instead believes that only fellow citizens who
are also engaged in the same process of self-determination can use force
to aid political prisoners. I would argue, through, that unless he is like one
of Stalin’s henchmen who got consumed in fires he helped inflame, the
tortured political prisoner is less implicated in his own torture than the
average resident of a militaristic state is implicated in the aggressive
actions and war crimes of his own state. Furthermore, insofar as the rights
in question are human rights, that is, duties and permissions grounded in
a shared humanity, the rights, including, one would think, the occasional
obligation to give aid, impose obligations upon all of humanity.
One way out of this problem would be to abandon the burden of
autonomy principle and adopt instead a consequentialist answer to why
the number of humanitarian interventions should be so low. Like most
consequentialist conclusions, the belief that few attempts to intervene
on behalf of human rights will succeed would require a great deal of
empirical support,15 but skepticism about the efficacy of humanitarian
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interventions might seem reasonable, considering such examples of failed
nation-building during the last fifteen years as Iraq, Somalia, and Haiti.
(Of course, other consequentialists might draw different conclusions
from the relatively successful humanitarian interventions in Kosovo,
Cambodia, Bangladesh, etc.) Walzer’s arguments against a low threshold
for humanitarian interventions sometimes are expressly consequentialist:
“The common brutalities of authoritarian politics, the daily oppressiveness of traditional social practices—these are not occasions for intervention; they have to be dealt with locally, by the people who know the
politics, who enact or resist the practices. The fact that these people can’t
easily or quickly reduce the incidence of brutality and oppression isn’t a
sufficient reason for foreigners to invade their country. Foreign politicians
and soldiers are too likely to misread the situation, or to underestimate the
force required to change it, or to stimulate a ‘patriotic’ reaction in defense
of the brutal politics and the oppressive practices. Social change is best
achieved from within.”16 Walzer buttresses his consequentialist argument
by suggesting that people have to have a dose of epistemic humility
because they will not understand the internal logic of an alien culture and
hence will not understand why the government generates such loyalty
amongst its subjects or even that there is such loyalty: “They [foreigners]
don’t know enough about its [the state’s] history, and they have no direct
experience, and can form no concrete judgments, of the conflicts and
harmonies, the historical choices and cultural affinities, the loyalties and
resentments, that underlie it. Hence their conduct, in the first instance at
least, cannot be determined by either knowledge or judgment. It is, or it
ought to be, determined instead by a morally necessary presumption: that
there exists a certain ‘fit’ between the community and its government and
that the state is ‘legitimate.’ It is not a gang of rulers acting in its own interests, but a people governed in accordance with its own traditions.”17 Even
an attack upon a brutal state is likely to rouse support from citizens who
think that they are bound to defend it, so the ensuing bloodshed would
be the responsibility of the interventionists.18 Thus, states almost always
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should be treated as self-determining, even by foreigners who cannot
understand how, say, a cruel and repressive government possibly could
represent the will of the people. To intervene militarily in such a state is
to court failure.
Walzer’s consequentialist reasoning might be correct, but it is not supposed to be his primary argument,19 as is in keeping with Walzer’s approach
to just war theory, which normally favors deontic over consequentialist reasoning.20 Hence, although the high threshold to conducting humanitarian
interventions might have a consequentialist justification, Walzer’s primary
objection is that interventions undermine autonomy and the right to selfdetermination, so such interventions can be justified only when enslavement or massacre has pushed the community into a Hobbesian state of war
or has made it impossible for a community to determine its own future21—
that is, only when the community as a self-determining agent has disappeared. Yet, when a community that is an aggressor or is permitting its
armies to commit war crimes is self-determining and responsible for its
actions, how could the community as a whole not be a legitimate target? One
frightening aspect of this line of thought is that it not only could justify total
warfare but also terrorism, that is, the targeting of civilians for political purposes. Some terrorist acts against adults would be morally legitimate if they
were in response to legitimate grievances against the targeted country and
if other jus ad bellum criteria were satisfied, because “if it is reasonable to hold
adult humans in a society to a reasonably high standard, morally to know their government’s foreign and domestic policies and to seek to correct them when or even before they
harm others illegitimately, then it is less legitimate to distinguish sharply between military
and civilian targets, as civilians are required to know and to correct bad foreign policies of
their government.”22 Hence, the targeting of civilians for political ends could
be justifiable, not on utilitarian grounds, but on the Kantian grounds of justifiable self-defense.
Walzer’s dilemma is that the more autonomy he attributes to communities, the harder it becomes to draw a principled combatant/noncombatant distinction, but the less autonomy he attributes, the harder it becomes
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to rule out humanitarian interventions. His stance on the degree of autonomy shifts wildly, so that when writing about humanitarian interventions,
he strongly endorses the burden of autonomy principle, but when addressing responsibility for aggression, he reduces the autonomy of the average
citizens of a large, “imperfect” democracy, the only sort of democracy that
Walzer thinks exists at present, to a vanishing point: “Even patriotic excitement, war fever, among such people is probably best understood as a reflex
of distance, a desperate identification, stimulated, it may be, by a false
account of what is going on. One might say of them what one says of
soldiers in combat, that they are not to blame for the war, since it is not
their war.”23 The patriotic citizens and soldiers—it’s not their war; of course,
there are not many people left whose war it could be. In any case, it is an
odd doctrine of self-determination when so many citizens can wipe their
hands clean of one of the weightiest actions of a state: the waging of war.
It is as if the common people of a nation enjoy a moral holiday in times of
war and cannot be held accountable for their actions. The holiday even may
be permanent: “The state that goes to war is, like our own, an enormous
state, governed at a great distance from its ordinary citizens by powerful and
often arrogant officials. These officials, or at least the leading among them,
are chosen through democratic elections, but at the time of the choice very
little is known about their programs and commitments. Political participation is occasional, intermittent, limited in its effects, and it is mediated by a
system for the distribution of news which is partially controlled by those
distant officials and which in any case allows for considerable distortions.”24
If the majority of citizens of an “imperfect” democracy such as the USA are
so powerless and easily manipulated as to make a sham of self-determination, then surely individuals whose rights are being grossly violated within a
violent, authoritarian state are not exercising their autonomy and therefore
can be protected by foreign forces, but only if those foreign forces can
intervene without making matters worse.
In this essay, I have undertaken the simpler task of pointing to inconsistencies in Walzer’s theory and have avoided the harder task of eliminating
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them. Nonetheless, I will suggest a plausible compromise that does some
justice to the theory of noncombatant immunity and to the burden of
autonomy principle. The burden of autonomy principle’s idea of collective responsibility does not entail that collective responsibility is distributed equally across the population. For instance, the man who is teaching
elementary school children in the countryside and is not supporting his
nation’s wars of aggression might bear some responsibility for those
wars—he is unlikely to be doing everything that he could and perhaps
should do as a responsible citizen to stop the wars—but his relative powerlessness entails that his responsibility is not great enough to be a legitimate pretext for the death sentence that targeting his village for military
action would entail. Indeed, most citizens’ power to affect foreign policy
will be limited to such a significant extent that intending them significant
harms would be unjust. Consequently, there can be a presumption of
noncombatant immunity for civilians, a presumption that would rule out,
for instance, the use of incendiary and atomic weapons against Japanese
cities in World War II. Although some civilians such as influential intellectuals who argued for an unjust war might bear significant responsibility for that war and thereby be just targets, they usually cannot be easily
identified or separated from the general population, so as a practical matter their deaths should not be intended although there are certain types of
warfare and terrorism in which a policy of targeted assassinations of those
sorts of civilians might be morally justifiable and realistic. Yet, accepting
the relative political impotence of the average civilian weakens Walzer’s
arguments, which are based on a strong principle of autonomy, against
most humanitarian interventions. The weak principle of autonomy that I
have substituted for the strong one states that civilians often have a limited ability to effect political change and provides cover against attacks on
civilians, but the weak principle also opens the door to interventions for
the advancement of human rights that these powerless citizens cannot
secure on their own. Hence, the extent to which civilians are responsible
for the actions of their government helps to determine what foreigners
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can do to the civilians, as in targeting or not targeting them during a war
against aggression, and what foreigners can do on behalf of the civilians, as
in a humanitarian intervention. Thus, despite Walzer’s attempts to keep
them separate, jus ad bellum and jus in bello principles necessarily interact.25
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oppression, and tyranny” would be more permissive than the criterion for humanitarian interventions in Just and Unjust Wars: to prevent “enslavement or massacre” (90).
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Liberia; in East Timor (and earlier, in Cambodia and Bangladesh)—I have slowly become more
willing to call for military intervention. I haven’t dropped the presumption against intervention
that I defended in my book [Just and Unjust Wars], but I have found it easier and easier to override
the presumption” (xii-xiii). All of these cases involve one of the triggers in Just and Unjust Wars for
humanitarian intervention, namely, massacre or ethnic cleaning, so it would appear that although
Walzer has not changed the standards for humanitarian interventions, he believes that those standards are more and more frequently satisfied.
14. Walzer Just and Unjust Wars, 88.
15. Walzer (Just and Unjust Wars, 77) disparages consequentialism as a useful rule of military
conduct: “Think of what one would have to know to perform the calculations, of the experiments
one would have to conduct, the wars one would have to fight—and leave unfought!”
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